Workshop Agenda

1. Overview of the AAG Center for Global Geography Education (10 minutes) – Solem presents

A short introduction to the goals and educational resources of the AAG’s Center for Global Geography Education project.

2. CGGE Modules (45 minutes) – Solem and Mills facilitate / Handouts 1, 2, 3

Participants review and discuss some concepts related to global learning outcomes from the perspective of various academic disciplines. Next, participants will review the content of one CGGE module and discuss ways in which it supports the attainment of a global perspective.

3. CGGE Workshop Process (10 minutes) – Mills facilitates

A closer look at the process and outcomes of developing international collaborative networks via the CGGE workshop model.

4. General Discussion (15 minutes)

The workshop will conclude with a general discussion period during which participants may ask questions or suggest ideas for integrating CGGE resources into undergraduate curricula. We will also discuss future directions for partnerships and research.